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BREAKING:BREAKING: Be sure to look for my other novel, Turn, Book One of the Humanity's Edge Trilogy, that's also a

current BookBub feature through October 5th.

The silence of the approaching dawn was upon me, and the impact from my foolish choices was deafening. Lost and
disoriented, I could almost hear the voice screaming out instructions for what to do next. 

Real life left him in ruins. The afterlife could give him a second chance.Real life left him in ruins. The afterlife could give him a second chance.

Jack Duffy has never been known to make good decisions, and when he makes the biggest mistake of his life—one

that will propel him into an entirely new world—he’ll face challenges much more difficult than any he’s ever faced

before. Assigned to collect souls, Jack begins to realize the true impact of his own life choices. With each new soul,

another layer is revealed. The deeper into the afterworld he gets, the more power he discovers. With his trainer to

guide him, Jack is driven to the edge where he must decide who gets to live and who will lose their soul.

The Borrowed Souls blurs the line between the moral and the unjust—his eternal commitment or the forfeiture of

his tremendous power. Which will Jack choose?

What Readers Are Saying:What Readers Are Saying:

Borrowed Souls is a dark and mysterious story that will keep you turning the pages and looking over your shoulder!
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A highly unusual concept with plenty of action and twists. The story slowly reveals exactly what our hero has fallen

into and the consequences of his actions. Good writing and plot are fantastic.-Cheri-Cheri

... I could see the direction it was heading, but the very end was still a surprise. I could see this story as Twilight Zone

episode. I enjoyed reading it. -Deb-Deb

... Paul Kohler spins a twisty tale that riveted me right through and left me thinking and wanting more. It has the feel

of an Outer Limits or Tales of the Unexpected and I can see it being picked up for TV. There is an edge and

underlying sadness that Mr. Kohler is so good at and has stayed with me.-Gareth-Gareth
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